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Queen Beverly Rules Klondike
Dance Highlights Events
Of OC Carnival Weekend

Skiers Journey To
Black Mountain For
Outing On Sunday
On Sunday, the Outing Club
will climax the Winter Carnival
weekend with an all-day outing
to the Black Mountain ski area
in Jackson, New Hampshire.
Buses for those who signed up
to go with the Outing Club will
leave from in front of Rand Hall
at about 7 a. m. and will return
when skiing is over in the afternoon.
Jackson offers very good facilities for beginner and expert
alike. There are eleven trails including the Runaway, the Roller
Coaster, the Galloping Goose and
Sugar-bush Boulevard. The lifts
include a J-bar, a 3500 foot Tbar and two rope tows for beginners.
Whitney's Lodge offers all the
conveniences of home after a
long day of skiing. In addition
lunches will be provided for all
those who go with the buses.

By JAN BAKER
"I crown you Queen of the
1959 Winter Carnival" — with
these words Beverly Husson was
crowned Queen of Klondike
Fever by President Charles F.
Phillips. In a gala opening complete with parades and a dog
team the Mayor of Lewiston
Romeo Boisvert presented her
with a key to the city.
Patricia Campbell,
Barbara
Farnham, Carol Heldman, Phyllis Hogarth, Jane Lysaght, and
Ellen Rosenfeld were crowned as
members of the Queen's court.

Queen Beverly Husson

Hilsberg Leads Symphony;
Notes Appears Wednesday Night

Secretary
Goals, Plans Of On Wednesday evening, February 4, at 8:15 p. m. in the LewisBates Campaign ton
High School auditorium, the
By ROSALIE CURTIS
A total amounting to more
than $330,000 points to continued
success in the $750,000 Bates
College Challenge
Campaign.
Additional science facilities,
completion of the Music and
Fine Arts Center, and a scholarship fund for faculty children are
the campaign objectives.
Successful
Challenge Campaigns in Boston, Providence,
and North Shore area, plus the
advance gifts of last spring have
put the campaign well underway.
At present, Challenge Campaigns
are being conducted in Androscoggin, Cumberland, and Kennebec Counties. John B. Annett, assistant to President Phillips, is
staff advisor for the LewistonAuburn Campaign, and Alumni
Secretary Frank Stred '53, commutes to the Portland and Augusta regions.
Contact Parents, Alumni
Two things are aimed for in
each location. First of all, an attempt is made to gain a just and
equitable goal, based on the
number of alumni, parents, and
friends. Secondly, every one is
given an opportunity to participate. Calls are made personally
and the aims explained.
When questioned how he felt
about 'asking for' contributions,
Secretary Stred replied, "While
I jokingly refer to the dark
glasses and tin cup, I have never
had to ask anyone for money.
After explaining the aims of the
campaign and what Bates has
done and is doing, it really isn't
a matter of asking for money, but
(Continued on page two)

New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra will present a
concert under the auspices of the
Lcwiston - Auburn
Community
Concert Association. All Bates
students may attend the concert
by using their Identification
Books.
Receives High Acclaim
The New Orleans Symphony
Orchestra has been termed "one
of the greatest in the United
States, especially under the direction of Alexander Hilsberg."
This pi^ise was given to the
Symphony in 1958 by Dimitri

Hickories Announce
February Ski Trip
To Sugarloaf Area
At 8:30 a. m. on February 8,
a bus load of skiers will leave
Bates with Sugarloaf as its probable destination. If a sufficient
number of students sign up, an
additional bus will leave at 6:30
with a stop for breakfast.
This trip is sponsored by the
Hickories Ski Club for all Bates
students. Anyone without ski
equipment may borrow it from
the Bates Outing Club by making a small deposit which will
later be refunded upon return
of the equipment. Lunches will
be provided for the group, and
a second meal (barring mishaps)
will probably not be necessary
as the buses plan to return
around suppertimc.
Final decisions on the ski area,
signups, and price will be announced by poster before the ski
trip.

Hails From Manchester
Miss Husson will reign over
the three days' events. She is a
senior from Manchester, New
Hampshire, and is majoring in
Psychology. She is a psychology
assistant and is an active member of the Sociology Club. Last
spring she was selected as Betty
Bates in the program sponsored
by WAA.
The Queen and her court made
their first official appearance at
the program given by Oscar
Brand at Chase Hall last evening.
The colorful folk singer entertained Bates students and their
guests with unique and traditional songs. Following the performance a general songfest and
a record hop were held.

Beginning at 7:00, the King's
Men, excelling in the modern
jazz tradition, will present a concert in Chase Hall. The group
will play an hour and a half of
top-notch jazz and the performance promises to be one of the
highlights of the Carnival Weekend.
At 8:30 and at 10:15 there
will be two showings of movies
on the Klondike theme. Concurrent with this will be a dance
at Chase Hall.
Judge Snow Sculpture
Saturday morning will find the
dormitories finishing up the snow
sculptures. The winning sculpture will be judged and points
will be given towards the dorm
competition. At 10:30 skating
games will begin.
At 1:30 a new Carnival event
and one of the highlights of the
dorm competition, the Kick-Off
will be held. Following the KickOff in the Little Theater will be
a hockey game with some outstanding Bates players. The afternoon's activities will end with
cocoa and doughnuts in Chase
Hall.

Mitropoulos, distinguished conductor of the New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra.
The acclaim of Conductor HilsAttend Dance
berg has been accompanied by
"Northern Lights" will be the
(he appreciation and understandtheme for the annual Carnival
ing of his talent by music critics,
Ball to be held in the Alumni
concert artists, and laymen. Such
Gymnasium
from 8:00-11:30. The
praise has been incidental to all
Hold Sugaring-Off
Merrimanders will entertain with
that Hilsberg has done in his
This morning an old-fashioned songs of their noted style at 9:00.
musical career from the days
when he was a child prodigy, sugaring-off was held on the The formal presentation of the
through the years of his concert- slopes of Mt. David. Hot maple Queen and her court will take
mastership of the Philadelphia sugar on cold snow was the un- place at 9:30. Refreshments will
Orchestra, to his present post as usual treat. The afternoon activi- be served at 10:30. Following the
ties will start off at 1:30 with an dance, there will be an Open
conductor.
ice show featuring novelty num- House at the Women's Union.
Toured South America
bers
and some precision skating.
On Sunday at 11 a. m. the CA
During a thirty day tour of
At
2:30 there will be talent will present a religious service in
South America in 1956, under
sponsorship of the State Depart- show at Chase Hall. Bob Cornell the Bates chapel. On the same
ment,
critical
commendation will be the master of ceremonies day there will be an all day
came from every city in which for a "non-typical" Klondike Winter Outing sponsored by the
the symphony orchestra ap- floor show. A skit by the facul- Outing Club. The group will
peared. A critique from Mexico ty will be presented along with leave the campus at 7:00 for a
City stated "The great artistic a talent demonstration by the day of skiing at Black Mt. in
Jackson. New Hampshire.
accomplishment was marked by students.
three factors: enthusiasm, virtuosity, and exceptional artistry of
Schedule Of Carnival Events
the director."
Friday, January 30
The orchestra received similar
praise from Leopold Stokowski
9:30- 12:00 Snow Games, Skiing Exhibition
who wrote that it is "one of the
1:30- 2:30 Ice Show
great orchestras of the United
2:30- 3:30 Variety Show in Chase Hall
States and the world."
7:00- 8:30 Jazz Concert in Chase Hall, refreshments
8:30, 10:15 Movie (two showings)
Final Grades
9-.00-11:45 Dance in Chase Hall
By faculty vole, instrucSaturday, January 31
tors are not allowed to
divulge either examination
9:30- 10:30 Snow Sculpture
or semester grades. The Reg10:30 - 12:00 Skating Games
istrar's Office is the source of
1:30- 2:00 Kick-Off in Little Theater
all reports and records. To
2:00- 3:30 Championship Hockey Game
facilitate the processing of
3:30- 4:00 Refreshments in Chase Hall
student records, this office
8:00-11:45 Carnival Hop in Gymnasium
will be closed next week in
11:45- 12:45 Open House in Women's Union
the afternoon. The usual
Sunday, February 1
morning hours will prevail.
All Day Outing
Grades should be in Chase
CA. - OC. Chapel
Hall late Monday, Feb. 9.

~%
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Council Warns
About Abuse
O/ Pool Tables
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Steele Replaces
Ramsey; Directs
Commons, Fiske

The Queen And Her Court

The Stu-C wishes to express its
appreciation to the men for their
cooperation in terminating the
line-cutting problem at Commons.
Men are reminded to be more
careful when using the Chase
Hall poolroom facilities. Further
action will be taken by the Council if the situation is not amended. This may result possibly in
closing the room indefinitely.
Answers Letter
The Stu-C recently received a
letter from Marietta College,
Ohio, concerning our election
process, which it is planning to
unswer by explaining their procedure.

Challenge Campaign
(Continued from page one)
of ascertaining just what share
a person desires to take in the
program."
Notes Reasons For Donations
The willingness of alumni,
parents, and friends to contribute is attributed in part to the
following reasons. An alumnus
gives because of the value of his
diploma and what Bates has done
for him. Parental contributions
are prompted by the realization
that despite increases in tuition,
their sons and daughters still receive an education at much less
than actual cost.
Secretary St red explains that
a student paying full tuition is
only covering 65 per cent of the
actual educational cost. Between
one-half and one-third of the
cost of a Bates education has
been and is now paid by those
who have gone before, and have
profited most from this type of
education.
Friends support the campaign,
realizing that Bates is one of the
finer colleges in the country.
Contributions are encouraged by
the sound management that has
been practiced for many years.

The 1959 Winter Carnival Queen, Beverly Husson, (center) and her court are shown as
they will appear at the "Northern Lights" semi-formal ball. Members of the court are:
(1-r in a circle) Ellen Rosenfeld, Barbara Farnham, Carol Heldman, Jane Lysaght,
Patricia Campbell, and Phyllis Hogarth.

Marino, Simmons Triumph CA Announces
Second Annual
In Soph Prize Debate Art
Exposition

Robert L. Ramsey has resigned
his position as Director of Dining Halls and has been replaced
by Wayne Steele who is also
from the Treadway Company.
Ramsey is returning to his
alma mater, the College of Wooster in Wooster, Ohio. He will be
manager of the nearly-completed
Wooster Inn which will be run
by the college for its guests.
Ramsey who has helped in the
planning of the hotel will go out
there in early February.
Leaves Treadway
Departing from Bates after
six years, Ramsey is also leaving Treadway with whom he has
worked since 1938. Previously he
has managed the Lord Jeffry Inn
in Amherst, Mass., and the Ashfield House in Ashfield, Mass.
Steele has come to us from
Tabor Academy
in
Marion,
Mass., where he has been director of food services. A graduate
of the University of New Hampshire he received his degree
from their hotel school. He has
also worked at the Harvard Club
in Cambridge. Steele is accompanied to Lewiston by his wife
and one child.

varied term papers would help
The Christian Association's
the student gain "more general
Campus
Service Commission, Frosh Prize Debate
knowledge of his field, thus supporting the Bates Plan of Edu- headed by Alberta Pattangall,
Prof. Brooks Quimby has anwill hold its second semester art
cation."
nounced that tryouts for the
show between 3:30 and 5:30 p.m.
The value of the comprehen- next Friday, February 6, in the Freshman Prize Debate will be
held on Tuesday, February 10, at
sives would be their emphasis on Chase Hall Ballroom.
4 and 7 p. m. in Pettigrew Hall.
all knowledge gained over four
Students will have a chance to Each candidate is required to
years. Seminars would permit review reproductions of famous present a five-minute persuasive
search without entailing writing.
paintings,
including
Degas' speech on some phase of a con"The thesis tends to specific de"Dancer on Stage," Renoir's troversial topic.
tail — a lot of nothing."
"Girls Picking Flowers," Van
Praises Thesis System
Gogh's "Starry Night," and
For the negative, Marino Wood's "American Gothic." These
For A
praised the thesis system for paintings may be rented for
Kosher Style Meal
"giving the student work of in- seventy-five cents for the semester.
terest to him in his own field,
or Evening Snack
giving him an opportunity to do Feature 25 Reproductions
Because there are only twentywork of great scope, and giving
him additional insight into his five reproductions, those who
Serving Bates Students
come first will be more likely to
future work."
For 24 Years
Simmons stated that the thesis procure what they want. By takHome of Hot Pasiromi
gives a student "good practice ing advantage of this rental serSandwiches and Pizza
vice, students can decorate their
in
learning
to
logically
develop
187
Main St. Tel. 3-1031
Calendar
Offers Three Alternatives
->nd state facts. It prepares him rooms inexpensively by adding a
Today-Sunday
Newman offered three alterna- for his thesis, necessary in grad- colorful touch.
Carnival
tives to the thesis — more varied uate school." It is advantageous
Ritz Theatre
Monday
term
papers,
comprehensive even to the student who does not
THURS.
- SAT. —
Second Semester begins, 8:35
go to graduate school in "forcing
DRAPER'S
a.m., No-cut day
"MARDI
GRAS"
WAA Tourney Opens him to think for himself."
BAKERY
Wednesday
Pat Boone
Tommy Sands
Judge Debate
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645 Gary Crosby
New Orleans Philharmonic With Rand-New Dorm
Christine Carere
Judging the debate were ProWe specialise in
Symphony Orchestra, LewisSheree North
Barrie Chase
Game On February 4 fessors Paul Whitbeck and Victor
BIRTHDAY CAKES
ton High School, 8:15 p. m.
Richard Sargent
Seymour. An audience vote was
and
Friday, Feb. 6
Color - Cinemascope
Faith Vollans, who is in charge
also
taken.
A
prize
of
$15
went
PASTRIES
OF
ALL KINDS
CA Art Show, Chase Hall Ball- of swimming on Thursday nights
"WHEN HELL
to Neuman for the best speaker
For Parties
room, 3:30-5 p.m.
at the "Y," urges students to
BROKE LOOSE"
while
Marino
and
Simmons
split
Delivery Upon Request
Basketball, Bates vs. Tufts, make use of their tickets. They
Charles Bronson Richard Jaeckel
the $10 award allotted to the
Alumni Gymnasium
54 Ash Street
can consult lists, posted in each
Violet Rensing
Eddie Foy III
winning
team.
Saturday. Feb. 7
dorm, of girls who will not be
(Closed Wednesdays)
—
Basketball, Bates vs. Clark, using their tickets. The pool is J
*..
*iiiiuiiiiiiiciiamiiiiiiiiiiniiniiinwmiiiiliniiiiiiilifflimimiillliuiiiifiillliilliiiii'niiiii:"
Alumni Gymnasium
open from 8:30 to 9:30 p. m. every I
=
Sunday, Feb. 8
Thursday.
OC Ski Trip. Sugarloaf MounBasketball season is finally
tain
Thurs., Fri.. Sat.:
NOW PLAYING
here. Smurd 1 will play Rand
Friday. Saturday, Sunday
Tuesday, Feb. 10
on February 4. The games will be
"Enchanted
Island"
Club Night
Rosalind
held weekly until March 13, on
"The Prince And
"10
Days
To
Tucarra"
Wednesdays, Thursdays, and FriThe Showgirl"
Russell
days at 4 p. m. The climax of the
Chapel Schedule
Sun.. Mon.. Tues., Wed.:
with
Marilyn
Monroe
in
season will be a game between
Wednesday
the
two
All-Star
teams.
These
"Revolt
In
The
Dr. James V. Miller, Associate
- also "AUNTIE
squads will be composed of playProfessor of Religion
Big House"
MAME"
ers who have shown exceptional
"Counterfeit
Friday, Feb. 6
skill,
team
spirit,
and
good
with
FORREST
TUCKER
Mrs. Lloyd H. Lux and Miss
Plan"
"Johnny Rocco"
sportsmanship.
PEGGY CASS
Carol Lux, Music
Zachary Scott, Peggie Castle | Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Feb. 5. 6, 7
On February 5, Smurd 2 plays
Monday, Feb. 9
Mai. 2 p. m. - Eve 6:30-8:55
Chase, Hacker, and Union. On
Collect Schedules
Friday
2 P. M.; 6:30 P. M.
50c
$1.00
"Good
Day
For
February 6, Chase, Hacker, and
Wednesday, Feb. 11
Sat.
Continuous
from
1
P.M.
Sat.
continuous
from
1:30
Hanging"
Pres. Charles F. Phillips, Open- Union play Milliken and WhitSun. continuous from 3
Sun.
Continuous
from
3
P.M.
j
ing of Public Affairs Con- tier,
"Machete"
exams, and seminar periods. The
ference
By PRISCILLA CHARLTON
Attacking the resolution that
the requirements of the senior
thesis at Bates be abolished, the
negative team of John Marino
and Jack Simmons won the annual Sophomore Prize Debate
held January 15 in the Filene
Room. Harold Smith and Neil
Newman took the affirmative.
Newman was judged best speaker in the contest.
Desiring to abolish the thesis,
Smith outlined the main disadvantages of the present system.
The thesis, he stated, "is timeconsuming if the student is to
write an adequate and original
thesis, expensive due to costs for
typing and trips to outside libraries, not expressive of the
student's knowledge and grasp of
his subject, and not essentially
beneficial to the student."

GORDON'S

I

PRISCILLA j

strand

EMPIREs

THREE
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Seymour Recites Lyrical Poems
By John Keats And Stephen Benet
On January 16, Victor Seymour, instructor of speech, recited an ode and a ballad to the
chapel audience. Seymour explained that the two poems he
would recite were actually meant
to be sung, and asked the students to notice their lilting
rhythm.
His first selection was "Ode On
A Grecian Urn," in which John
Keats describes the scenes which
he sees carved on the urn. Seymour had conveyed the mood of
the poem to his audience by the

time he repeated the famous
lines, "Beauty is truth, and truth,
beauty. That is all ye know on
earth and all ye need to know."
The mood changed abruptly as
he began "Mountain Whippoorwill," by Stephen Vincent Benet.
In this ballad, Hillbilly Jim relates the story of the day he won
the fiddling contest.
The audience's applause indicated their approval of Seymour's ability to fascinate them
with both romantic and contemporary poetry.

PAC Innovates Programs For
Student Thought, Discussions
By LOU BROWN
On February 11, 12 and 13 the
Bates College Christian Association will sponsor its Public Affairs Conference under the direction of John Lawton. The theme
of this year's gathering will be
"American Culture: Creative or
Chaotic?"
In past years the Christian Association has sponsored what it
termed "Political Emphasis
Weeks" to acquaint the students

HOW THAT RING GETS AROUND!

with the processes and ideas be-,
hind the American political
scene. Not too long ago, however, they came to the conclusion that this topic was perhaps
too narrow to discuss for a three
day period.
Changes Ideas
Thus they decided to change
not only the name of the affair
but also the basic ideas behind
it. As a result next month the
CA will sponsor their bi-annual
"Public Affairs Conference". The
general purpose of this series of
addresses is to help the student
become more aware of what is
going on around him, especially
in regard to national and international affairs.
In this way the conference can
now offer a great deal more vaJohn Lawton
riety in topics and ideas. This
year, for instance, the PAC will
bring four experts representing
several facets of our American Speech Prof Leaves
culture to the campus to discuss sBates Next Semester;
with us the present status and
future of our national heritage. Hess Resumes Duties
Experts Speak
Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer will
Dr. Raymond Seegar of the
leave
Bates for her sabbatical
National Science Foundation will
present the views of science and next semester, with Miss Frances
scientific education on the A. Hess instructing her classes.
progress of American culture.
Prof. Schaeffer will travel in
Dean Ambrose Short of Hartford
Europe visiting many dramatic
College will explore the influence
centers there. She hopes to inof education on our lives.
crease
her knowledge of the EuFather Norman O'Connor, Roman Catholic chaplain at Boston ropean theatre by personal conUniversity, will discuss the role tact with experts in the field.
of jazz as it expresses the mass
of emotions that lie behind the Takes Courses
scenes of American life today.
Miss Hess was an instructor in
Noted poet Richard Eberhart will the speech department and house
examine the bases of our "Crea- fellow in Mitchell House last
tive or Chaotic" culture from year. She has been taking courses
the viewpoint of one who creates at Boston University during the
for this culture and the people past semester. She was graduated
who are products of it.
from Bates College in 1957 maHold Discussions
joring in speech. While a student
For three days Bates students here she was very active in
will have the opportunity to lis- Robinson Players, taking part in
ten to. criticize and talk with both the acting and directing
four men who represent distinc- phases of dramatics.
tive parts of American culture. It
is the hope of all those involved
with the Public Affairs ConferSERVICE ON
ence that the students will take
advantage of this opportunity to
FOREIGN CARS
help obtain for themselves a betand
ter idea of where we are heading
Best Buys
in American culture.
on
Plymouth* - DeSoios
Simca
MIGs - Austins • Morris Minors
or Guaranteed Used Cars

DeWITT
HOTEL

Nearest the College
DINING
ROOM

THE TAREYTON RING B MARKS THE REAL THING!
THE REAL THING IN MILDNESS...
THE REAL THING IN FINE TOBACCO TASTE!
It doesn't take a </>BK to know why new
Dual Filter Tareytons have become so popular so quickly! It's because the unique Dual
Filter does more than just give you high
liltration. It selects and balances the flavor
elements in the smoke to bring out the best
in fine tobacco taste. Try Tareytons today—
you'll seel

FILTER

Tel. 4-5491

Advance
Auto Sales, Inc.
24 Franklin Street
Dial 4-5775 • Auburn, Me.

COLBY WINTER CARNIVAL

Here's why Tareyton's Dual Filter
filters as no single filter can:
1. It combines the efficient filtering
action of a pure white outer filter. .
2. with theadditional filtering action of
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL in a unique inner
filter. The extraordinary purifying ability of Activated Charcoal is widely
known to science. It has been definitcly proved that it makes the >;moke
of a cigarette milder and smoother.

COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

See SHEP LEE at

*i*l

j

(OA.T.Co.l

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
THURSDAY, February 12
9:15 p.m. Ice Show — SWISS BLADES
Alfond Arena
Admission for people not holding bids $1.00
FRIDAY. February 13
3:00 p.m. Colby Eight Concert
Lorimer Chapel
Admission for people not holding bids $2.00
9:00 p.m. Winter Carnival Ball featuring Lionel Hampton
Admission for people not holding bids $8.00 per couple
SATURDAY, February 14
4:00 p. m. Jazz Concert at Opera House featuring
Maynard Ferguson
Admission for people not holding bids $2.50
9:00 p.m. Fraternity Parties
SUNDAY, February 15
10:00 a. m. Bromo Brunch, featuring combo music
Bid price of $10 per couple includes all events of weekend
and can be purchased on arrival.
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Editorials
I

Wanted: Good Students

Bates is one of 21 "good private colleges that are looking
for more good students," notes an article appearing in the
current (February) issue of Harper's magazine.
Author, Martin Mayer, discloses that the Ivy League
schools and a few other prestige colleges have "a nearstranglehold on the best potential talent in the nation. Most
of them receive three and four applications from qualified
candidates for every vacancy in the freshman class and the
fact that these colleges must reject more good students than
they accept has created the myth of an admissions problem
in American higher education."
This article, titled "Good Colleges That Are Not Crowded", points out that at practically any of the smaller less
famous schools "a good student will receive the kind of rousing welcome that nobody not a potential Einstein can get
from the top-prestige colleges."
Can't Compete Financially i
Smaller colleges cannot compete with the larger-prestige
schools as far as inducements are concerned, and thereby lose
the cream of the crop to these better endowed institutions.
"Only a few schools are so strong financially that they can
suffer the loss of tuition income which results from vacancies in the freshman class. The others must lower their
standards."
Mayer also contends that Harvard, Yale, Chicago and other
prestige schools attract the superior professors away from
the good small colleges because the quality of the students
make the work more rewarding. And this, despite the fact
that the prestige institutions pay no better, and in some
cases worse, than the less well-known schools. "Salary increases will not keep the good teacher at today's good small
colleges if the quality of the student body goes down."
The job of educating "the student of good but not firstclass ability" may be rather unrewarding for those who perform it. At big universities, a relatively decent salary scale
and facilities for individual research compensates somewhat
for this frustration in teaching. But at small colleges the
professor can't escape his students.
Individual Attention
What the smaller colleges can offer in contrast to the cultural advantages of big-city schools is "a degree of individual attention unmatched at any other educational institution.
At a time when standardized tests are the dominant measuring device throughout our educational machinery such individual attention is uniquely valuable."
Mayer has successfully brought out some of the problems
facing small colleges today. By throwing a new light on the
"admissions question" he has shown that the shortage is not
one of college places but rather of highly qualified students,
especially at the smaller institutions located throughout the
South and Middle West.

Snow Ball
The Outing Club deserves congratulations on its wellplanned program for "Klondike Fever" which opened last
night with the crowning of Queen Beverly Husson. Both
novelty and variety characterize the attractions being offered
during the weekend.
The King's Men, one of the fine jazz groups in the nation,
should provide an interesting contrast to folk-singer Oscar
Brand who made his first official appearance on the Bates
campus last night. We would like to express our appreciation to the Administration for permitting the quintet to perform in the Alumni Gymnasium if there is a large crowd.
With the great interest in jazz at Bates and the large sale of
carnival tickets it may be necessary to hold the concert in
the gym instead of at Chase Hall as scheduled.
Feature Outdoor Sports
Highlighting the outdoor sports will be an all-star hockey
contest on the new skating rink. The fast action connected
with this game should provide an interesting afternoon for
players and spectators alike. The Sunday outing to Black
Mountain, N. H., will be a "snow job" for all those ski "bunnies" taking to the slopes for the first time.
Any discussion of Carnival would be incomplete without
mentioning the annual Ball being held tomorrow evening
in the Alumni Gymnasium. Judging from past appearances
at Bates, Freddie Sateriale and his band will provide music
to satisfy everyone's taste.
"Klondike Fever" should offer ample opportunity for all
students to relax and "let go" after the tensions of the final
exam period. Instead of tossing out key facts, "nuggets" of
gold or snow should be flying; in other words, it promises to
be a ball.

Vet VooMe* Schedule Changes
Under Batesy Plan

Might not have laughed so
hard, had the gas station not been
at the bottom of the hill. Eh,
boys?
Best wishes to engaged:
Regina Abbiati '59 and Robert Lucas '56. Christine Ross
'61 and David King '59 of
the University of Massachusetts.
Well,
well — some
people
shouldn't have 7:40's. Or else
when they get dressed it might
help to open their eyes — right,
Pat?? Funny how colors can look
so much alike.
Another nugget—the great
American pastime advocated
by all — or so it was heard in
a cultch mass lecture recently: beer, sex, and TV — the
most popular avenues of diversion. Not a bad idea.
Hello, Sally. This is B
Reflections At A Greenwich
Village Party
Noise — dsmn it and carry on
Noise — call i t cacophony and
make more
Noise — made in New York by
the Village bore
Bore — damn him and carry on
Bore — his actions are always the
forlornest
Bore — he never talks pro but always con •
Bore — always calls himself the
nonconformist
Nonconformist — damn it and
carry on
Nonconformist — all going on
around him is a pity
Nonconformist — society has him
forever on the run
Nonconformist — caught in his
own world of conformity
Conformity — damn it and it carries on.
Paul Popish '61

Letter To The Editor
To the Editor:
While Pete Castagnaro's article on ticket books in the STUDENT of January 14 discussed
only their transferability, it
seems to me that the whole idea
of ticket books can be questioned. Not only are the things
too bulky to fit easily into billfolds, but they are occasionally
irreplaceably lost because of
their small size and awkward
shape. Their only advantage is
providing attendance figures, but
this function could be accomplished with counters in place of
ticket-takers.
Coupled with this inconvenience is that of the Bates student
having no way to directly identify himself with the College or
as a student when trying to get
privileges granted students by
local businesses and other
groups.
Suggests I.D. Cards
Why not make things easier in
both cases by doing what other
colleges have done? That is, by
issuing plastic-encased identification cards with photos, signatures, and other pertinent information thereon. In addition to
providing definite Bates student
identification these cards could
be used to gain admission to
campus and student activities.
With the ticket books thus
eliminated the perennial snag of
additional cost, which undoubtedly would arise here, could be
at least partially removed.
Robert Viles '61

By J. CURRY
People are only humans. Humans make mistakes. Ergo, and
forsooth, people make mistakes,
and it is in this column that I
shall attempt to rectify a grave
mistake. It seems that some new
courses that are being offered
this semester were not included
in the Course Sheet which was
published before registration.
Therefore, I am listing the new
courses so that you may change
your schedule, if desired.
Loitering 200
A comprehensive course covering the finer points of "denning
it," idle talk, pool playing, and
just killing time in general. Not
recommended for the ambitious.
Remedial work offered to those
who are chronically energtic. As
a part of the Bates Plan, it enables students to organize their
time to better achieve a richer
college life. Many hours.
Plagiarism 114
Also part of the Bates plan,
this course utilizes research from
all major fields. It will provide a
handy academic tool throughout
the four years of college. Improper footnoting, padded bibliographies, misquoting, copying,
and a host of other neat little
tricks are extensively covered.
Prerequisite: Cheating 201. 5
years (if caught).
Cheating 201
Topics of study in this course
include the basic crib sheet, undetected copying, what to do if
caught, and the use of band-aids
as a cover-up. Recommended especially for those who plan to
embark upon a life of crime after graduation. This course will
be offered in 1966-1967 (upon the

termination of the professor's 7
year sabattical). Three hours.
Ranking 351
Offered in conjunction with the
Speech Department, this course
helps the student to master several fundamental conservational
tools. The general insult, "direct
cuts,"- nasty gossip, knocking,
sadistic jokes, and unfair debating practices are studied and discussed. This course is especially
useful to those students who have
too many friends. Prerequisite:
Cynicism 301. One hour.
Illogic 402
This advanced course is offered
only in the senior year to those
who are in the habit of writing
and speaking in a clear, concise
manner. Students analyze a series
of old tests which have been selected for their disorganization
and ambiguity. Speech habits
which insure confusion are developed under the instructor's
watchful eye. Students expecting
to teach are urged to take this
course. Prerequisite: Jargon 360.
Hours and hours.
Padding 100
Open to everybody. An effort
to develop an appreciation of
sack time for all students. Because of the extensive nature of
this subject, it requires a lab
every afternoon in the week. It
is recommended by most doctors,
and has proved invaluable to
many. As a part of the Bates
Plan, it is a necessary and integral part of college life. This subject should not be confused with
Parking 241. Eight hours, at least.
Signups for the preceding
courses will be held in the basement of the Hobby Shoppe this
week.
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Politics Preferred

Ivy Leaves

World Knows Little Of Castro; Students' Progress Slows
WhatWillMysteryManDoNext? As Precipitation Snows
By JAY ATWOOD

A lot of events have taken
place since the last day of the
year 1958, some of them very
significant in the world of politics, and others barely worth
paying attention to. Of the more
important aspects that greeted
1959, the triumphant movement
of Fidel Castro's rebels against
Fulgencio Batista, the dictatorpresident of Cuba, highlighted
news headlines up to the present
moment.
Fulgencio Batista left his hotseat on January 1, 1959, for the
Dominican Republic, after a five
year bitter struggle with dissident Fidel Castro and his supporters. Batista's departure was,
needless to say, greeted by
Cubans as the greatest event in
Cuba since the dictator took over
the presidency. Fidel Castro, the
lawyer turned rebel chief, finally
managed to oust the strong-man
of Cuba who led a military seizure of the government when he
was still a sergeant in the army.
Describes Rebel Forces
Although outnumbered by the
Cuban army, poorly armed in
comparison to Batista's forces,
Fidel Castro and his loyal supporters went through thick and
thin in the jungles and mountains of Oriente province, determined to wipe out the Batista
regime. It was mainly through
great support of the Cuban people and hatred of the Batista
government that Senor Castro
managed to hole up in Oriente
province for as long as he did, for
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Batista went all out to get rid of
him and the cause he stood for.
Now that the Batista regime
has been wiped out, what is
Senor Castro's next move? Very
little is known as regards the
kind of government he plans to
set up. In a way, Senor Castro
is a mystery man because he has
managed to let the world know
so very little about his political
aims and intentions.
Cites Cuban Situation
Cuba is by no means peaceful
and quiet. Not too long after the
arrival of Fidel Castro's rebels in
Havana, a large quantity of arms
was stolen from the military barracks in Havana. Senor Castro
demanded the return of the arms.

Whether or not he would be successful in getting the arms back
is still a question. Then there is
the dissenting element in Castro's
regime. Some of his top-notched
chiefs do not completely share
his ideology.
For instance, Raul Castro,
Fidel's brother, has been a problem child and the cause of many
headaches to his older brother.
Raul Castro disobeyed his brother's order, while they were still
in Oriente province and held over
forty Americans as hostages.
Would Raul be a good boy and
follow Fidel's orders now that
the Batista government has been
toppled?
Senor Castro, what next??

"Low in the middle 20's, high
in the upper 30's. (These are not
final examination grades.) Light
participation near the coast;
heavy snow predicted for northern New England." Snow. To the
Bates skier, snow is synomous
with Sugarloaf, Black Mountain,
Jackson, Camden, Bridgton —
anywhere that provides a mountainside of packed snow, sparsely settled trees and rocks, and a
means of ascending to the top
of the precipice — other than the
herring-bone. With two boards
clamped irremovably to his feet,
he rides upwards to fly — or fall
— down so he may ride up
again. Great sport, this.
To the operator of a motor ve-

Strange Diseases Hit Campus;
Especially At Times Of Exams
he has an hour exam, and just as
By JANET RUSSELL
As we read the copy of the inexplicably disappear Saturday
Bates Bulletin sent to us before evening when he has a date.
Up until this time, no one
we came here, we were impressed with the scenes on has bothered to classify and list
campus, in the classroom, and | these strange diseases, but it is
especially with the infirmary. No about time that this should be
more ten dollar house calls, no done, for the benefit of all conmore waiting for two or more cerned.
hours in some doctor's crowded
Clutchitirus: This disease is
office.
confined to Juniors and Seniors,
It doesn't take anyone very and is prevalent around the
long to make his first contact time of a Cultural Heritage
with this "house of healing", exam. The symptoms usually apand by the end of the first year, pear early in the morning of or
nearly everyone is quite familiar late the night before a cultch
with the Infirmary and its rules exam, and usually consist of any
and regulations, its efficient way reasonable complaint from a
of taking care of the students sore throat to a sprained great
toe.
and their aches, pains and ills.
Examaphobia: This is very
Illness Disappears Saturday Night
nearly
the same as Clutchititus,
But this same bulletin didn't
tell us the kinds of aches and but is common to all students.
Match Fever: This disease ocills with which the students
curs at almost any occasion, and
would be afflicted. There is an
consists of the registering of a
amazing assortment of illnesses
which suddenly overcome the high fever due to the heat of a
burning match held under the
student Saturday morning when
thermometer. It is especially
baffling because there are no
other symptoms present. The best
known cure is to take the temperature again while standing
over the patient.
Strained Brain: Particularly
noticeable around final exams,
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this disease is caused by a condition known as cramming, and
results in complete collapse of
the patient. The best known cure
is at least forty-eight hours of
sleep.
Wood Rash: Similar to jungle
rot, only much more serious. The
patient becomes suddenly allergic to wood and all its products,
such as typing paper, classroom
chairs, and pencils. The cure is
the removal of all irritating objects from the presence of the
victim.
Lumbar Lunacy: A condition
of the middle back region resulting in the ability to attend gym
class. More common in boys than
girls, as the girls have an excuse
all their own. Lumbar lunacy has
been known to disappear very
quickly after the student has
been excused from gym.
Lead Head: Very common on
Sunday, the morning after the
light before. Enough said.
Carnival Quiver: Predominant
among eligible females around
Carnival time. The symptoms are
an appraising glance at every
eligible male, and an all-out effort to convince one of them that
she's the girl to take to Carnival.
Students aren't the only ones
to suffer from strange maladies,
professors get their share. Among
the various illnesses, this one is
most common:
Fatigued Pharynx: Found in
almost any professor who has a
class in which all the pupils are
suffering from paralyzed vocal
cords, thereby unable to speak.
The professor must do all the
talking, and soon becomes a victim of this terrible disease.
These are but a few of the

hide, snow may mean one of
two things: either the car is allowed to exert its independence
and slide gratefully to and fro
on the powdered pavements, or
the driver has chain attached to
the rear tires. Things go well for
a while; then the chains tire, and
they go. What a steady rhythm a
broken line can keep as it tatooes the fender.
Progress Slows
Of course snow is not the only
form of excitement which comes
to us from the wintry sky. The
ice. man, cometh. It can be
rather difficult to make any
progress along the slick sidewalks — especially when there's
a slight slope. This can be verified by one of the professors who
failed to make it up Hathorn
walk on one very icy morning.
Even with all these meanings
to snow, there is one more which
is experienced by Bates professors and students especially
at this examination time of year.
For those who didn't quite get
the drift in exam's Thursday at
1:15 or this Tuesday at 8:00, Ed
Halsey in the BUCKNELLIAN
gives a short summary of learning in our cultural heritage
called "Decline of the Classes".
The best time of all was in days
before Gaul
(for learning, I mean) when
the Greeks
Would sit 'round a pool — and
this was more school
in one day than we know in
weeks.
For with the decline of classical
times
philosophers' teaching was gone
We still had their word, by
mouth which was heard
but zeal was replaced with a
yawn.
The Romans did drink, but not
often think:
education had gone down the
drain
And he who knew aught had
been forciby taught,
(an improper way, in the
main)
And so interest flagged, as poor
pupils gagged
at having things shoved down
their throats
After that school-aged blades
broke their necks in crusades
and most folks were ig'rant as
goats.
Then came a reform, to a book
learning norm
its purpose to make people
learn
Now Oxford, then Eaton, then
hooky and cheatin'
and pages in books seldom
turned.
It's too formalized, no sense exercised —
solution? Return to the ancient!
Then we'd all sit around, in togas
and gowns
and no more in class be impatient.
strange and exotic troubles that
one encounters at college. Just
watch out, for most of them are
highly contagious.
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Bates Duo Tops State Scorers;
Feld, Sutherland Share Summit
By ALAN WAYNE
For those of you still hanging on, join me in a moment of
thanks to those exam-time staples — cigarettes, aspirin,
no-doz pills, coffee and other stimulants. Also, a reminder, in
the midst of your binge that Bates College athletes will, I
hope, pick up where they left off next Friday. Both factions
were in high gear in the pre-exam era, the hoopsters dumping Maine and Bowdoin in succession and the trackmen extending their skein over New Hampshire and Northeastern.

Veteran Bobcat hoopster Jerry
Feld and his sophomore teammate, Jim Sutherland, have
taken over the individual scoring lead in Maine's major college ranks as noted in the upto-date Maine Intercollegiate
Athletic Association ratings.
Boast 14.8 Averages
Both Feld and Sutherland each
boast scoring averages of 14.8

Cagers Have Advantage
With seven of their nine remaining games scheduled for
the local enclosure, the vastly improved Garnet basketball
squad "should do quite a bit better the rest of the season,"
an opinion expressed by Captain Jack O'Grady and shared
by this writer. There is nothing like playing before the local
yokels and with the offensive and defensive strength that the
Bobcats have displayed of late there should be plenty of
pleasant moments for Coach Bob Peck in the ensuing month.
Scoring leaders Jim Sutherland and Jerry Feld have been
two-way standouts. However, the performances of Joe
Murphy, Dave Smith and O'Grady must not go unnoticed.
The playmaking abilities and markmanship of this trio has
blended in well and the maintenance of this balance will be
the key to future court success.
The four-game homestand commencing next Friday night points per game to move ahead
against Clark University of Worcester, Mass., will also fea- of Maine's Don Sturgeon. Sturture Tufts on Saturday evening. New Hampshire on Monday geon, also a sophomore, has
and Wesleyan the following Friday. With the exception of seen his average slip from over
Clark, the Cats have either played or seen the other three. 17 points per game to 14.6 durEarlier in the year, they lost to a very strong New Hamp- ing the last" two weeks to drop
shire quintet, 76-66, and defeated Wesleyan, 69-63, in the into second place.
Downeast Classic in which Tufts also participated. With a Recent Efforts Help
week of hard practice with which to regain their sharpness, Feld and Sutherland have both
the effect of the long layoff should be minimized. With a 6-5 enjoyed fine performances in
record at present, the locals have their sights set on surpass- recent games. Feld connected for
ing last year's mark of 11-7 and a series of resounding suc- 22 points against Bowdoin and 24
cesses on the part of a Bates basketball team would be very against Wesleyan. while Suthermuch appreciated.
land fired 29 points against BowThinclads To Be Tested
The toughest test of the current indoor season will be facing the thinclads, winners of twenty-one consecutive meets,
when they swing into action against a well-stocked Maine
contingent a week from today. Both squads decisively
whipped UNH and figure to put on a highly-attractive show.
As usual, Maine is strong in the weight and distance events,
with Dale Bessey, mile; Terry Home, discus; David Linekin,
pole vault; and Bill Haskell, dash, among the more prominent
Pale Blue contestants.
In losing by inches to Villanova's Ed Collymore in the K.
of C. Prout 600 (time 1:11.1), Rudy Smith, having tasted keen
competition once again, should break loose tomorrow night
in the Millrose Games in Madison Square Garden. Sidekick
John Douglas finished third in the broadjump (25 ft. 5'/2 in.).
*
*
*
BOBCAT BANTER: The Garnet football squad will open
the 1959 season against Union at Schenectady, N. Y., on September 26. Facing the same opponents of last season, the Cats
face Tufts, October 3; Worcester Tech, October 10; Middlebury, October 17 (away); Maine, October 24 (Homecoming);
Bowdoin, October 17 (away; and Colby, November 7 (away)
... As for this Klondike bit, if I may make a pun, I seem to
recall a commercial extolling the benefits of "Brewer's Gold'"
... Have a nice weekend.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
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doin and 27 against Maine.
In the most recent figures released by the MIAA, Feld was
in second place behind Sturgeon,
while Sutherland was in 10th
place. Sutherland, a resident of
Ridgewood, New Jersey, is the
tallest man in the State Series
at six feet, seven inches.
Murphy In 10th Place
A pair of Bowdoin representatives, Dick Willey and Pete
Scott, are in fourth and fifth
places in scoring with averages
of 13.71 and 13.69 respectively.
Ed Marchetti (12.9) and Lloyd
Cohen (12.8) both of Colby,
Maine's Dick Sturgeon (11.5),
Leon Nelson of Colby (11.3) and

hustling Joe Murphy of the local crew (10.8) round out the
top ten. Capt. Jack O'Grady is in
17th place (7.7).
'Cats Trail In Foul Shooting
In the foul shooting department, however, Bates trails the
other Maine schools teamwise
with 165 free throws in 260 attempts for a low .635 percentage.
Colby rates the best in this section with a .700 average — 252
out of 360 tries. Bowdoin is second, with Maine third.
Two In Top Ten
Individually, the Bobcats have
placed two in the top ten, Murphy in the sixth spot with 29
for 39 — .744 and Sutherland in
eighth place with 43 out of 60 —
.717. Feld (27-44 — .628) and
O'Grady (33-55 — .600) are
lower in the standings.
The individual leader is Dick
Sturgeon who has dropped in
36 out of 42 free throws for an
average of .857. Tony Ruvo of
Colby, the former leader, is second with an .850 average on 34
out of 40. Willey is third with an
.828 average on 48 out of 58 free
throws.
STATE SERIES HIGHLIGHTS:
In State Series competition with
one round of play remaining,
Sutherland with 104 points and
Feld with 92 markers rank 1-2
in the race for the Series scoring
leadership. Maine's Maurice Dore
is third with 78 points and
teammate Don Sturgeon fourth
with 74 to his credit. They are
followed by Marchetti, 71; Willey, 65; Dick Sturgeon, 63; Murphy, 59; Cohen, 58; Dick Collins
of Maine and Nelson of Colby,
56; and Bowdoin's Barry Walsh
with 53. . . . At this point, the
scoring record of 214 set by
Charlie Twigg of Colby in the
1956-57 season seems unlikely to

Maine
BATES
Colby
Bowdoin
Maine
Colby
BATES
Bowdoin

Up-to-Dale Scoring Averages
G FG FT
11 68 27
JERRY FELD, Bates
JIM SUTHERLAND, Bates 11 60 43
12 68 39
Don Sturgeon, Maine
14 72 48
Dick Willey, Bowdoin
13 62 54
Peter Scott, Bowdoin
14 69 43
Ed Marchetti, Colby
14 61 57
Lloyd Cohen, Colby
12 51 36
Dick Sturgeon, Maine
12 58 19
Leon Nelson, Colby
11 45 29
JOE MURPHY, Bates
12 49 28
Maurice Dore, Maine
13 44 37
Al Simonds, Bowdoin
14 49 34
Tony Ruvo, Colby
14 45 41
Charlie Swenson, Colby
12 42 23
Dick Collins, Maine
14 49 12
Barry Walsh, Bowdoin
11 26 33
JACK O'GRADY, Bates
12 30 22
Larry Schiner, Maine
8 16 18
Jon Ingalls, Maine
15 36 19
Bob Gorra, Bowdoin
7 14 11
Wayne Champeon, Maine
15 24 32
Tom McGovern, Bowdoin
1
1
2
George Wheaton, Bowdoin
15 23 18
Winfield Bearce, Bowdoin
7 15 4
Bob Morin, Maine
11 19 11
DAVE SMITH, Bates
7 13
5
Bob Hume, Maine
12 16 11
Ron Boynton, Maine
10 13 7
ART PFEIFFER, Bates
9 7 16
Paul Neri, Colby
13 11 19
Bob Burke, Colby
10 13
3
John Kelly, Colby
10 10 4
SCOTT BROWN, Bates
9 3
9
Dave Bergquist, Colby
7 4
3
MAL JOHNSON, Bates
4
10 6
Brad Sheridan, Bowdoin
4
9 5
Dave Carlisle Bowdoin
?.
1
1
Rruco Applebv, Bowdoin5
13 7
Cal Pingree, Colby
4
7 3
Dave Stern, Bowdoin

of Maine,
TP Ave.
163 14.8
163 14.8
17b 14.6
192 13.71
178 13.69
181 12.9
179 12.8
138 11.5
135 11.3
119 10.8
126 10.5
125 9.6
132 9.43
131 9.36
107 8.9
110 7.9
85 7.7
82 6.8
50 6.3
91 6.1
39 5.6
80 5.3
5 5.0
64 4.92
34 4.86
49 4.5
31 4.4
43 3.6
33 3.3
30 3.3
41 3.2
29 2.9
24 2.4
15 1.7
11 1.6
16 1.6
14 1.6
3 1.5
19 1.5
10 1.4

be broken this year. However,
Feld and Sutherland have three
more games in State play in
which to solidify their standings.
. . . In way of history, Bill Simpson, who holds the Bates single
game scoring mark at 42 set
against Bowdoin in the 1948-49
season, scored 193 points that
year. That State record was
broken by the brilliant John

Jim Sutherland
Manteiga of Bates in '55-'56 with
a 212 total and this was eclipsed
by Twigg. Last season, Bowdoin's
all-time great, Brud Stover, finished first with 182 points, followed by the 156 points contributed by the classy All-Maine
performer, Bob Burke of Bates
who transferred to R. P. I.
Maine's Tom Seavey finished
third with 122. . . . Continuing
in the historical vein, the '46-'47
season was the last time the
'Cats have won the State Series
championship. Colby, since the
'50-'51 season, has racked up
eight straight titles and its
getting a little tiresome. This
could be the year that they get
removed. . . . Team leaders remain the same with Maine showing the way offensively and
Colby pressed hard by the 'Cats,
hangs onto its defensive margin.

MIAA Standings Overall)
Ave.
Pts.
W. L.
Pet.
69.6
835
8
4
.667
60.5
665
6
5
.545
904
64.7
7
7
.500
59.7
896
1
14
.067
State Series
72.7
5
1
.833
436
68.4
3
2
.600
342
60.5
3
3
.500
363
64.2
0
5
.000
321

1,086

Ave.
68.4
63.1
62.4
72.4

359
298
382
387

65.8
59.6
68.7
77.4

Opp.
821
694
874

Bales, Bowdoin, and Colby Players
G FG FT TP
6 3
2
8
Terry Spurling, Maine
5 2 2
6
JOHN CURRY, Bates
7 2
4
8
PHIL CANDELMO, Bates
10 3
4
10
Bob Kopchains, Colby
8 2 4
8
Peter Bergholtz, Bowdoin
4
1
2
4
ROSS DEACON, Bates
4 1
Bill Mortenson, Maine
0
2
11 0
2
2
Dick Hunt, Colby
Team
12 318 199 835
Maine
Colbv
14 326 252 904
11 250 165 665
BATES
15 329 238 896
Bowdoin

Ave.
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
.5
.2
69.6
64.7
60.5
59.7

Players Scoring 20 or More Free Throws
FTA FTM Ave.
42
Dick Sturgeon, Maine
36
.857
Tony Ruvo, Colby
40
34
.850
58
48
Dick Willey, Bowdoin
.828
Lloyd Cohen, Colby
75
57
.760
Al Simonds, Bowdoin
49
37
.755
JOE MURPHY, Bates
39
29
.744
Charlie Swenson, Colby
56
41
.732
JIM SUTHERLAND, Bates
60
43
.717
Tom McGovern, Bowdoin
47
32
.681
Peter Scott, Bowdoin
81
54
.667
Ed Marchetti, Colby
65
43
.662
Maurice Dore, Maine
43
28
.651
Larry Schiner, Maine
35
22
.629
JERRY FELD, Bates
43
27
.628
Dick Collins, Maine
37
23
.622
JACK O'GRADY, Bates
55
600
33
Don Sturgeon, Maine
65
39
.600
Team
Colby
360
252
.700
Bowdoin
359
238
.66?,
Maine
303
199
.657
BATES
260
165
.635
Totals
1,282
854
.666
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Quintet Quells, Trackmen Triumph
Cats Overpower Bowdoin; Slovenskimen Hook Number 21;
Post Winning Percentage Demolish Northeastern, 87£-29j

Coach Bob Peck's hoopsters
staged a magnificent uphill comeback in the second half to hand
the hapless Bowdoin Polar Bears
another defeat, 73-68, and even
up their own record in State
Series play to 3-3, on January 13,
at Brunswick. Behind at the end
of the first half by a 19 point margin, the Cats came roaring back
to score 50 points in the second
stanza for their well earned win.
The Peckmen have a 6-5 overall
record.
Cats Behind By 19 At Half
The Polar Bears, led by the
accurate shooting of Dick Willey, Tom McGovern and Bob
Gorra, hit a hot streak in the
opening minutes of the game.
They sunk their first seven shots
from the floor to take a commanding lead. The Cats not only
had cold hands during the first
half but also their rebounding
was way off. This enabled Bowdoin to get more shots and they
kept hitting on them. At intermission, the hosts were in front
42-23.
Sutherland. Feld Shine
The second half opened and it
was a different story. The fast
breaking Cats led by Jim Sutherland and Jerry Feld swept the
Bowdies off their feet. Bates
really caught fire and there was
no stopping them. Sutherland
hooped in 18 of his 29 point total in this surge. . Feld was
equally impressive in collecting
22 for the night, most of them
in the big second half. The biggest improvement was in the rebounding, with the Garnet dominating offensive and defensive
boards. With Sutherland, Feld
and Dave Smith who also had 11
points, doing the bulk of the
board work there was nothing

the Polar Bears could do to stop
the comeback.
barrier before the indoor season dash. The Bobkittens were up
By BRUNO K. FAUST
Take Lead With 6 Min. Left
against a tough opponent in the
"The kids did a good job" was ends.
Finally with 6:30 to go the the classic understatement utSchuyler and Boston shone as Northeastern freshmen as they
Cats at last took the lead for tered by Bates track mentor Walt they emerged victorious in the emerged best 63-45, in a meet
good and began to surge ahead. Slovenski as his thinclads shift- one mile run and the 1000 yard which indicates that the Huskie
Bowdoin, minus the services of ed into high gear against North- run respectively. Schuyler won coach could have presented a
its two top scorers, Pete Scott eastern to win their twenty-first his race with the time of 4:44.9, more formidable opposition for
and Al Simonds due to training victory in a row over thirty-one and Boston took his event with Bates if he had done the illegal
rule infractions, just couldn't opponents 87% to 29%. In de- a 2:27.3. These two freshmen, and interchanged his freshman
cope with the highflying Bobcats. feating the Huskies so handily, who Coach Slovenski has been and varsity clubs, letting the
With no bench to back up his
Huskie cubs race the home varfive starters, Coach Bob Donham
sity. However, Dave Boone, winhad no choice except to go all
ner in the 300 and the 600
the way with them. It turned
showed well for the Junior Varout that they just didn't have it,
sity as did Joel Young, victor in
and the last couple of minutes
the mile, Dennis Enstam and
saw the Cats really pour it on,
Dave Rushforth 1-2 in the pole
while playing a good brand of
vault, and Charlie Moreshead
control basket ball.
who took seconds in the two
Should Improve Standing
hurdles and the 300.
As the season progresses it is
Track Attracts Large Number
getting more and more noticeBates is seemingly well on its
able that the Bates first five is
way to becoming a track power
working much better together. J
in New England, and naturally
This is due not only to the fine .
sourgrapes are being heard from
coaching by Peck but also to the
the larger schools about the
Down East Classic during the
fantastic scholarships, the snap
vacation in which the team.
courses, and iree laundry being
picked up a lot of polish and
offered. However, Bates is a
poise. Led by the excellent
track power because of one facbackcourt work of Capt. Jack |
tor outside of their coach and
O'Grady, Smith and Scott Brown
big stars — the fact that one
and the fact that "Spook" Suthout of every eight males in the
erland is finally reaching his poschool try out for track, and
tential as a scorer, the Cats are
most of the rest watch. Bates
really going to cause plenty of
can truly be proud of their entrouble in the State Series race
try in the world of track.
which resumes after finals. At
this point, Maine is in first place
with a 5-1 record, Colby second LEAPING TO BETTER THINGS — Ace John Douglas, here
at 3-2, Bates in third place with setting broadjump mark against Northeastern, could well
a 3-3 mark slate and Bowdoin in represent the trackmen, who are hopeful of rising to the
the cellar with an 0-5 mark. The occasion at Maine a week from tomorrow.
Garnet host Bowdoin February
18, travel to Maine February 24
A few nights ago, Steve Rosen
and return to Alumni Gym for the Bates track Bobcats served alternating in these two events,
the season's finale against Colby notice to the New England track show the capacity to be a basis and Henry Stenberg, two of the
on February 27, in remaining world and particularly their next of the Bates track fortunes in I more promising managers in the
State of Maine, worked profiState Series competition. The lo- opponent, the University of future seasons.
Sophomore
DeWitt
Randall
Maine,
that
they
are
the
team
to
ciently
at the scoring recording
cals must sweep all three in orprovided
one
of
the
thrills
for
defeat
for
any
mythical
New
of
a
98-84
Bates Jayvee victory
der to have a shot at the title.
The the good turnout of track sup- over the Brunswick Recreational
Tufts and Clark University will England championship.
offer out - of - state competition Black Bears from Orono, if de- porters as he doubled in the Center.
next weekend on Friday and feated, will be a very fitting tro- mile and the thousand yard run. Leahey Clears Bench
phy for the home gallery since "Lefty" showed a spectacular
Saturday nights respectively.
John Lawler was the big show
they were the last team to de- 'kick' as he took second place in
for Bates as he poured 20 points
the
mile,
and
finished
third
in
feat the Bobcats previous to the
through the cords. Eskimo-like
LUND SKIS
$15-565 winning streak on January 10, the 1000.
performer Pete Fisk and his
BINDINGS
$6-$14.50 1957.
Allen, Hubbard Win In Weights backcourt sidekick, rugged WarPOLES
>....$5.50-$12.50 Douglas, Erdman Reign Supreme
Other first place winners for ren Ruland, helped the hard
the
Bobcats were ever-depend- working hustler produce his outACCESSORIES
In any team victory, when one
Largest Selection of Sporting squad defeats their opponents by able Rudy Smith who reserved put via some deft feeding. Ed
himself for the following night's Hebb, another backcourt artist,
Goods in Central Maine
a near sixty points, it becomes
Headquarters for CCM Skates difficult to single out any indi- action in Boston Garden and showed well defensively with his
Discount to Students
vidual, but John Douglas, Dave coasted in to win the 600 with ball hawking tactics.
Coach Chick Leahey enlisted
Erdman, the freshman sensations a 1:16.8; the Bates weightmen
Bauer
Hardware
Co.
showed well, perhaps their best the aid of his entire squad for
FIAT 500 CONVERTIBLE
Larry Boston and Pete Schuyler,
Cor. Main-Bales
Tel. 4-4568
and surprising DeWitt Randall for the next few years, as they the big tilt and everyone had a
Up to S3 miles per gallon. 2 cyl.
deserve accolades from the track swept the shot and the 35 pound fine time. Under the boards, the
O.H.V. air cooled rear engine. 4
weight as Pete Allen took the Kittens with big Pete Green,
fans.
weight and Larry Hubbard cap- Jim Nye, Artie Jenks, and the
speeds. Seats two comfortably with
DRY CLEANSING
Douglas, for his second con- tured blue ribbons in the shot;
mustachioed Nick Maistrillis
space to spare for luggage.
SERVICE
secutive week, broke the Cage Pete Gartner won the high jump;
showed their worth with a domrecord in his speciality, the freshman Reid James took honTel. 4-7326
ineering rebounding policy.
Delivered
broad
jump,
and
took
first
place
$1148 Here
ors in the two mile; and. Jim Meet Topsham Next Week
in both hurdle events. "Jumping
call ana Delivery
Keenan won the 300 yard run to
John" continues to push the complete the roster of the BobCarl Rapp, a classey shooter
Davis Cadillac Co. Inc.
broad jump mark out of reach cat first place winners. The sole with potential, who has been
as he improved his former rec- victor for Northeastern was Lar- bouncing along the hard luck
6 EAST AVE.. LEWISTON
INCORPORATED
ord to a new 23' 5&".
ry Chette, who led a sweep of trail with an injured ankle,
CLEANSERS & FUknUERd
We welcome members of
the 40 yard dash for the visitors started his comeback with 17
Win Mile, 1000
College
Agent.
Barbara
Farnura
the Faculty and Student with a tie of the meet and cage markers. Other double digit findDave Erdman also set a new
ers were porky Art Holzer and
body to visit our Showroom
mark of 4.6 seconds.
meet record as he pole vaulted
the tricky, red-headed Art Rid12' 6" but failed at the 13 foot JV's Defeated 63-4S
ATTENTION. STUDENTS!
lon who tallied 15 and 13 respecmark in an attempt to set a new
The Bobcats showed consider- tively.
— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION — record for the home indoor track. able depth as they captured first The Bobkittens hope to imCorner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials for you However, Erdman has been and second places in 8 events
prove their 2-4 mark when they
(1)
LUBRICATION . . $1
showing enough potential to in- and lost points only in the North- meet Topsham AFS a week from
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off
dicate that he will vault that eastern sweep of the 40 yard tonight.

FABULOUS

Lawler, Holzer,
Rapp Spark JV's
To 98-84 Win
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Institutions Offer Various Office Releases Cummins Notes Test Dates,
For
Announces Study Grants
EmploymentOpportunities Information
Part-Time Jobs
The placement office has received career bulletins for
seniors from the Maine Department of Personnel, the Dcnnison
Manufacturing Company in
Framingham, Massachusetts, the
General Radio Company in Cambridge, the Lowell Technological
Institute, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Doubleday and Company, Inc.,
of New York has a training program for women graduates with
typing and shorthand skills. A
trainee studies all the aspects of
book publishing at a starting
salary of $65 for three to six
months and is then given a permanent position. Applicants for
this program should write to
Miss Loretta Lunt, 575 Madison
Avenue, New York 22.
Hospital Offers Program
Saint Luke's Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio, is offering ten month
internships in hospital personnel

management. Inquiries should be
sent to Frederick .J. Eckfeld at
the hospital.
Students interested in having
interviews with representatives
from the following companies
should sign up at the placement
office as soon as possible:
Tuesday: New York Life Insurance Company for summer
acturial work and Norton Company, summer work for chemists,
physicists, mathematicians, and
tochinical salesmen.
Wednesday: International Business Machine for sales trainee
positions for men and service
representatives for women and
the Paul Revere Life Insurance
Company.
Thursday: The First National
Bank of Boston and the Proctor
and Gamble Company.
Friday: Prudential Life Insurance Company and Sears, Roebuck, and Company.

The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution announces summer student fellowship for science majors. Write to Fellowship
Committee at the Institution,
Woods Hole, Massachusetts for
applications.
The Mason's Island Yatch Club
is looking for a counselor-steward who knows about sailing,
swimming instruction, and maintaining a club house. The salary
is $600 plus room for a six day
week. Write to Mrs. Grover V.
Lassen, Jr., R.F.D. No. 1, Mystic,
Connecticut.
The United States Marine
Corps offers a woman officer's
training program during the
summer.
Radcliffe College will conduct
a summer publishing course from
June 17 to July 26. The fifty men
and women college graduates enrolled will learn basic publishing
techniques.

Many scholarships are being
offered in varied fields in schools
in New York and New England.
National Foundation Scholarships are being offered in health
fields to: future occupational
and physical therapists; to future
social workers at the junior
level, extending through two
years of graduate work; and to
those juniors or seniors who will
bo entering medicine.
For further information write
to the National Foundation, 800
Second Avc., New York 17, N. Y.
Civil Service:
The United States Civil Service Commission is offering a
work-study program in scientific
and technical fields. BS applicants must take both written and
verbal tests and pass physical requirements. For more information, get form revised 1X-174 at
any post office.
Social Work:
The New York School of So■;•■' '■■'■WVfl

cial Work is announcing aid for
new students in 1959-60. Grants
range from $450 to full tuition
plus some expenses.
Catalogues, applications and
further information may bo obtained from the New York
School of Social Work, Columbia
University, 2 East 91st Street,
New York 28, N. Y.

Fashion School:
Senior women may apply for
a fashion fellowship for full tuition at the Tobe-Coburn School
for Fashion Careers, 851 Madison
Ave., New York 21, N. Y. Study
programs offered are for careers
in advertising, buying, coordination and display.
New York State:
The State of New York is offering training programs in professional and public administration. To take the required test,
you must get a preliminary XD35 application card from the
State Department of Civil Service, Room 2301, 270 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
The next test will be given
February 28 to June graduates.
You need not be a New York
resident.
Oil Distribution:
The Dead River Oil Company
is looking for two men to be
employed in the field of oil distribution in Aroostook
and
Washington counties.

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family
Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
23 Offices Serving
the Heart of Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine

»

